Q- Do you have this document? or where can you find it?
A- You can find it here- http://publichealth.nc.gov/lhd/

Q- Is Nexplanon covered under FP Medicaid or Health Choice
A- Yes. Please see page 47, a 5 of the November 2016 Coding & Billing Guidance Document, Part II.

Q- Are you recording these sessions.
A- we do not have the capacity to record our webinars at this time. Sorry.

UPDATE- we are looking into our options for recording and will keep you posted.

Q- I know that Maternal Health will hold a billing/coding webinar on 2/14/17. Will the other program (CH, FP, etc.) hold such a session?
A- The Maternal Heath billing webinar on 2/14 is separate from the series that the Administrative Consultants are providing. I have not heard that the other programs are planning anything but if you are interested I would contact your Regional Nurse Consultant for the program.

Q- Non ERRN in STD clinics, should they use the T1002 codes to document their counseling and other portions of the visit?
A- The guidance document states:
Page 32, item 6 of the document shows to use code LU242. However, as I mentioned we are moving away from using LU codes. Our guidance at this time is to use the 99211 with no charge to capture the Non-ERRN time.

Q- Is there any update on Medicaid not paying CPT 96127? They are denying based on taxonomy (Brief Emotional/Behav Assessment CH visit)
A- NC Tracks is adding the Local Health Department taxonomy to the 96127EP and 96127 codes. When this is completed the claims should pay correctly. At this time 96127TJ is paying correctly.

Q- When the program specific webinars are held will the AC or program consultant be providing that information?
A- Yes. Both an Administrative Consultant and program consultants (for the topic being presenting) will be on the call. The AC will be facilitating, however the consultants will be able to respond to specific questions as needed.

Notes: Additional information on the “APP” designation may be found at:

We will be adding the Nursing and Administrative Consultant email addresses under the reference section for the next update.
And thanks for the wonderful feedback:

Thank you Kathy!
Thank you so much for this.
Thanks for the great document!!!
This is a great reference tool.
Thank You.
Your work is appreciated.
This is the first time I have seen this info as i have just started working with it and this is a wonderful document. very well done